
Science Vertical Overview

MYP 1 Grade 6

Unit title Key concept Related concept
(s) Global context Statement of inquiry MYP subject specific 

objective(s) ATL skills Content (topics, knowledge, skills) Summative assessment

 Unit 1/ Biology Change Balance
 Form

Identities & 
Relationships

A balanced change in 
lifestyle choices results 
in an improved well-
being of the individual

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Self managemant - 
organisation skills 
Research - Information 
literacy skills,    

To discover who usually work in a laboratory 
To understand what scientists might look like and what they do 
To consider whether you could be a scientist 
To define Hazard warning symbols
Identify some lab equipment and learn the function of each
Identify the most accurate glassware for measuring volume 
Distinguish between the use of the beam balance and the electronic oneTo 
understand the scientific process through the scientific method
Identify the go, grow, and glow foods
Outline the importance of go, grow, and glow foods and good eating habits 
Identify the importance of Vitamins and Minerals 
State the major causes of malnutrition
Outline the impacts of malnutrition on health and development 
Learn how to read food labels 
To study the food habits of people of different regions in any part of the world
Explain why a balanced diet and exercise are needed

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: 
Lab investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ 
study case

Unit 2 Matter Matters 
(Chemistry) Systems Development 

Communities

Scientific & Technical 
Innovation: 
Opportunity, risk, 
consequences, & 
responsibility

The impact of Industrial 
development on 
communities depends on 
the understanding the 
physical and chemical 
changes of materials.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication - 
communication skills 
Research - Media 
literacy skills,    

Explain the meaning of matter 
Identify the different states of matter
Describe the properties of matter
Make measurements in the laboratory of the mass and volume of solids and liquids 
Determine the density of water and a solid material
Relate the states of matter to temperature and the arrangement and movement of 
particles 
Describe the change of states of matter
Describe some physical properties of matter
Compare solids, liquids and gases based on their physical properties 
Understand that chemical properties are what occur when substances change into 
other substances
Identify physical and chemical changes
Describe how might physical and chemical changes help us to manipulate materials 
Demonstrate the properties of Metals and Nonmetals
Describe the uses of selected Metals and Non-metals 
Explain how metal alloys are made and how they are used in modern society
Identify the differences between solutes, solvents 
Distinguish between homogeneous and heterogeneous mixtures

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: 
Lab investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ 
study case

Unit 3 Forces (Physics) Systems Balance, 
structure.

Scientific & Technical 
innovation.

The introduction of 
new systems increases 
stability and balance of 
objects which lead to 
the development of 
innovative structures 
and models.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication - 
communication skills 
Thinking - Critical 
thinking skills Social - 
Collaboration skills  

Define a force and its mechanical effects 
Identify the characteristic elements of a force 
Know the unit of force in S.I.
Distinguish a contact force from a force acting from a distance 
Know the usefulness of the force of friction 
Explain the effect of balanced and unbalanced forces 
Find the resultant forces acting along the same line
Define and characterize the weight of a body 
Relate the weight of a body to its mass 
Measuring distance (calculating and graphing)
Distinguish between speed and velocity 
Calculate speed (practice problems)
Explore the factors that affect the stopping distance

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: 
Lab investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ 
study case

MYP 2 Grade 7

Unit title Key concept Related concept
(s) Global context Statement of inquiry MYP subject specific 

objective(s) ATL skills Content (topics, knowledge, skills) Summative assessment

Unit 1 Ecology (Biology) Systems
 Energy
 Environment
 Balance

Globalization & 
Sustainability- 
Human impact on the 
environment

Human activity has an 
impact on the balance 
and sustainability of 
environmental 
systems.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Research - Information 
literacy skills, Thinking - 
transfer skills.       

Identify structure and function of the microscope 
Identify key features of how scientists group living things.
Identification of Plants and animals; vertebrate invertebrate and seeds/ no seeds. 
Benefits of biodiversity 
Define ecology 
Differentiate between biotic and abiotic 
Habitats and niche. 
Levels of organization. 
Types of consumers 
Difference between food chains and webs 
Photosynthesis
Energy movement through food chains.
Food chains and food webs. 
Human impact of food chains and webs 
Role of decomposers 
Explain the movement of matter. Water cycle. 
Distinguish between renewable and non-renewable resources and how to live 
sustainable

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

Unit 2 Matter Matters 
(Chemistry) Change Development 

Communities

Scientific & Technical 
Innovation: 
Opportunity, risk, 
consequences, & 
responsibility

Change within systems 
provides opportunities 
for scientific and 
technical innovation to 
impact communities.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Self managemant - 
organisation skills 
Research - Information 
literacy skills,    

Define the atom State the charge associated with an electron, proton and neutron 
Describe the structure of an atom Classify the substances: Elements and 
Compounds Identify the chemical symbols of elements Write chemical symbols of 
elements Write chemical formula of molecular elements and compounds Describe 
how the periodic table is arranged with respect to atomic numbers and similarities of 
chemical properties. Identify the various groups, periods and other sections of the 
periodic table. Locate an element on the periodic table and determine which group 
and which period it is in. Classify an element as either a metal or a nonmetal from its 
position on the periodic table. Describe the types of matter: pure substances and 
mixtures Recall the definitions of solute and solvent Distinguish between solutions 
and suspension Classify solution as diluted, concentrated and saturated Define 
solubility and determine the factors that affect solubility Describe and use a variety of 
techniques to separate heterogeneous and homogeneous mixtures Discuss the role 
of separation techniques in reducing pollution in the environment Determine if the 
mixture is acidic or basic (lab activity)

A: Quiz test ; B and C: Separating 
solutions ; D: Written teask: uses of 
materials in our life 

Unit 3 Electricity (Physics) Relationships Balance,            
Energy

Fairness & 
Development .

The sustainable 
development of 
communities and 
places depends upon 
on the relationship with 
a balance of energy 

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication - 
communication skills, 
Self-management - self 
evaluation reflective 
skills, Thinking - critical 
thinking and transfer 
skills.       

Define electric charges 
Explain how do atoms become electrically charged
Describe and predict how charged and uncharged bodies interact with each other
Discuss the different charging processes: conduction and induction
Describe examples where charging could be a problem
To know some common conductors and insulators
To investigate which materials conduct electricity well and which do not 
Explain the difference between static and current electricity
Recognize that electricity is involved in everyday events 
Describe and list resources from which we generate electricity 
Identify the parts of electrical circuit 
Understand that a circuit must be complete for charge to flow
Measure current, voltage and resistance using a multi meter 
Use symbols to represent the different components in the circuit 
Draw a circuit symbol that has components connected in series 
Draw a circuit symbol that has components connected in parallel
To investigate the flow of charge in a circuit 
To investigate the voltage differences between series and parallel circuits 
To identify how to protect electric installations

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

MYP 3 Grade 8

Unit title Key concept Related concept
(s) Global context Statement of inquiry MYP subject specific 

objective(s) ATL skills Content (topics, knowledge, skills) Summative assessment

Unit 1 Biology - How does the 
body work? Systems Balance, function Personal and cultural 

expression

Understanding how the 
body systems function, 
people can learn to 
make decisions for 
balanced and healthy 
lifestyles

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication - 
communication skills, 
Self-management - 
organisation, Thinking - 
critical thinking.       

Characteristics of living organisms. Levels of organization in the body (Cells, tissues, 
organs, systems, organisms)
Using a microscope. Specialized cells
Systems (Circulatory, respiratory, digestive, nervous) What are the structures and 
functions of different body systems.
How do our body systems work together?
Enzymes. Factors affecting enzymes (Temperature, PH)
Turning food into energy (Cellular respiration)
Turning food into proteins (Role of proteins)
Enzymes
Pathogens (viruses, bacteria, fungi)
Infectious Diseases. Spreading of diseases
Homeostasis

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

Unit 2 Chemistry - Matter 
matters! Change Demand, 

development
Fairness and 
development

Supplying the change 
of demands in a 
community depend on 
the development of 
human capacity and 
capability.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication - 
communication skills, 
Self management - self 
reflection, Social - 
Collaboration skills

Chemical reactions. Types of chemical reactions. Signs of chemical reactions .                                   
Chemical symbols of elements
Valency and ions’ names.
Naming compounds
Word equations.
Symbol equations with state of matter.
Balancing equations.
Types of chemical reactions.
Acids and bases

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

Unit 3 Physics - Energy Change Evidence, 
Environment

Globalisation and 
sustainability

Scientific evidence 
shows that human 
activity is leading to 
major changes in 
global environment.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Social - Collaboration 
skills Research - media 
lieracy skills.       

Standard & derived units addressed)
What is energy? Different types of energy.
Look it up: sources of energy!
Map it out: energy transformations.
How to conserve energy. Simple PE & KE calculations.
Simple work, power calculations.
Heat energy: Qualitative.
Temperature. Heat transfer: Conduction, convection & Radiation. Reducing heat 
energy wasted.
Sound energy & longitudinal waves.
Light energy & Transverse waves.

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

MYP 4 Grade 9 

Unit title Key concept Related concept
(s) Global context Statement of inquiry MYP subject specific 

objective(s) ATL skills Content (topics, knowledge, skills) Summative assessment



UNIT 1 BIOLOGY 
Cells and Cell processes Relationships Function

Form

Personal and
Cultural
Expression

Relationships among 
systems at all levels of 
organisation
demonstrate the 
complementary nature
of form (structure) and 
function.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication skills
Collaboration skills
Reflection skills

Cell structure &
Function
Cell specialisation
Cell differentiation
Embryonic stem cells
Use of cells in medical research
Germination of seeds
Microscopy and Magnification
Osmosis
Diffusion
Active transport

A. Test 
B. Laboratory Investigation
C Laboratory Investigation
D. Essay

UNIT 2 BIOLOGY 
Cell Metabolism Change Function

Interaction

Scientific and
Technical
Innovation

The continuous
change within
molecules 
depends on 
functions and 
interactions 
within the cell.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication skills
Collaboration skills
Critical thinking skills

Biological Molecules
Enzymes
Factors that affect Enzyme activity
Nutrition, A balanced diet, Nutritional requirements
Modern diseases related to diet
The digestive system
Digestive enzymes 
Absorption

A. Test
B. Laboratory Investigation
C. Laboratory Investigation
D. Infographic

UNIT 3 BIOLOGY
Organs and 
Systems

Systems Conditions Identities and
Relationships

Systems affecting our 
identities and 
reationships operate 
when conditions are 
met.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication skills
Collaboration  skills
Organisational skills

The respiratory system
Breathing
Diffusion in the alveoli
Smoking 
Aerobic Respiration
Anaerobic Respiration
Gas exchange

A.Project: Modern diseases related to 
the respiratory system
B. Design an investigation on aerobic 
exercise and heart rate
C. Interpret & Analyse data from 
Yeast Respiration Experiment
D. Essay - Consequences of smoking 
on the respiratory system

Unit 1: CHEMISTRY 
Properties of matter Relationships Patterns

Identities and 
Relationships : 
transitions 

Relationships arise 
and from transitions in 
different patterns. 

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication, Social, 
Self-management, 
Thinking

Students will use different measuring tools to find the mass, volume and density of 
regular and irregular solid objects
Define matter.
Outline properties of matter. 
State the three states of matter.
Explain changes of states of matter. 
Compare chemical and physical changes and their uses in life.
Identify nature of substance (Element-mixture or compound) and (crystalline- 
polycrystalline and amorphous) 
Apply methods of separation of mixtures. 
Metals, nonmetals, metalloids, and alloys.
Families in the periodic table. 
Engaging with patterns. Electronegativity and bonds' type.
Properties of ionic and covalent compounds.
Preparation of ionic and covalent compounds
Naming ionic and covalent compounds

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

Unit 2: CHEMISTRY Atoms 
and Molecules Change Models

Scientific and 
technical innovation: 
products

Change in models and 
systems explains the 
versatile products.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication, Social, 
Self-management, 
Thinking

State the relative charges and approximate relative masses of protons, neutrons and 
electrons
Determine the number of protons, neutrons and electrons
Use proton number and the simple structure of atoms to explain the basis of the 
Periodic Table with special reference to the elements of proton number 1 to 20
Define isotopes.Calculate the number of subatomic particles in isotopes.
Describe the build-up of electrons in ‘shells’ and understand the significance of the 
noble gas electronic structures and of valency electrons
Describe the differences between elements, mixtures and compounds, and between 
metals and non-metals
Describe the formation of ions by electron loss or gain
Describe the formation of ionic bonds between elements from Groups I and VII
Describe the formation of ionic bonds between metallic and non-metallic elements
Describe the formation of single covalent bonds in H2, Cl2 , H2O, CH4 and HCl as 
the sharing of pairs of electrons leading to the noble gas configuration (Lewis 
structures)
Explain bond polarity based on difference in electronegativity values.

A: Test using knowledge ; D: Scientific 
essay/ study case

Unit 3 - CHEMISTRY Organic 
Chemistry Systems Forms

Scientific and 
technical innovation : 
Systems

The versatile scientific 
and technical 
innovation has allowed 
humanity to study 
systems of various 
forms having different 
functions.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication, Social, 
Self-management, 
Thinking

Find out why organic compounds are so versatile.
Name the fuels coal, natural gas and petroleum
Describe petroleum as a mixture of hydrocarbons
Describe petroleum’s separation into useful fractions by fractional distillation
Be able to name the uses of fractions
Describe the difference in properties such as number of carbon, boiling point, 
viscosity and color of different fractions
Explore the concepts of a homologous series and functional groups
Explore the trends in the physical properties of members of a homologous series.
Explore how the properties of organic compounds can be explained by covalent 
bonding and intermolecular forces
Explore the characteristic reactions of different homologous series and functional 
groups. (Alkanes, Alkenes, alcohols, Esters and carboxylic acids)

A: Test using knowledge ; B and C: Lab 
investigation ; D: Scientific essay/ study 
case

Unit 1 PHYSICS - Energy Change Energy, Evidence Globalisation and 
sustainability

Scientific evidence 
shows that human 
activity is leading to 
major changes in 
global environment.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                                                                              
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication,  
Research,Thinking

Week 1: demonstrate an understanding that an object may have energy due to its 
motion or its position, and that energy may be transferred and stored Week 2: give 
examples of energy in different forms, including kinetic, gravitational, chemical,        
strain,        nuclear, internal, electrical, light and sound -give examples of the 
conversion of energy from one form to another and of its transfer from one place to 
another -give examples of the conversion of energy from one form to another and of 
its transfer from on place to another apply the principle of energy conservation to 
simple examples Week 3 & 4 : recall and use the expressions k.e.= 1⁄2 mv2 and p.e. 
= mgh Week 5: Efficiency of energy transfers and its calculations. Week 6: recall and 
use the equation P = E/t in simple systems Week 7 : conservation of energy and its 
calculations. Week 8 : work done and energy. Week 9 :Heat energy,interpret the 
temperature of a gas in terms of the motion of its molecules Week 10 & 11 : 
Calculate pressure in solids (p=F/A) , liquids (qualitative) and gas.

A: Knowing and understanding
D: Reflecting on the impacts of science

Unit 2 PHYSICS - Forces and 
motions Change Interaction, 

movement
Orientation in space 
and time

Laws of motion can be 
used to interpret the 
movement of objects in 
our surroundings.

Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                   Research,Thinking

Define speed and calculate speed from total distance and total time -Describe and 
interpret distance time graphs -Recognise from the shape of a speed/time graph 
when a body is (a) at rest, (b) moving with constant speed, (c) moving with changing 
speed -Calculate the area under a speed/time graph to determine the distance 
travelled for motion with constant acceleration -Demonstrate some understanding 
that acceleration is related to changing speed -State that the acceleration of free fall 
for a body near to the Earth is constant -State the difference between mass and 
weight -State that a force may produce a change in size and shape of a body -Plot 
extension/load graphs and describe the associated experimental procedure -
Describe the ways in which a force may change the motion of a body -Find the 
resultant of two or more forces acting 

B: Inquiring and designing
C: Processing and evaluating

Unit 3 PHYSICS - Waves and 
Oscillations Relationships

Global 
interaction, 
communication

Identities and 
relationships

New global 
relationships have 
become possible as a 
result of wave 
communication.

Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv Self management , 
Thinking

Week 1-describe what is meant by wave motion as illustrated by vibration in ropes, 
springs and by experiments using water waves Week 2-use the term wavefront 
Week 3-give the meaning of speed, frequency, wavelength and amplitude Week 4-
recall and use the equation v = f λ Week 5-distinguish between transverse and 
longitudinal waves and give suitable examples Week 6-describe the use of water 
waves to show .        (i) reflection at a plane surface .        (ii) refraction due to a 
change of speed Week 7-Reflection and refraction in glass blocks. Week 8 -describe 
the main features of the electromagnetic spectrum and state that all e.m. waves 
travel with the same high speed in vacuo Week 9-state the approximate value of the 
speed of electro-magnetic waves Week 10-show an understanding that a medium is 
required in order to transmit sound waves week11-relate the loudness and pitch of 
sound waves to amplitude and frequency Week 12-describe an experiment to 
determine the speed of sound in air -describe how the reflection of sound may 
produce an echo

D: Reflecting on the impacts of science
i. explain the ways in which science is 
applied and used to address a specific 
problem or issue
ii. discuss and evaluate the various 
implications of the use of science and its 
application in solving a specific problem or 
issue
iii. apply scientific language effectively
iv. document the work of others and 
sources of information used.

MYP 5 Grade 10 

Unit title Key concept Related concept
(s) Global context Statement of inquiry MYP subject specific 

objective(s) ATL skills Content (topics, knowledge, skills) Summative assessment

UNIT 1 BIOLOGY 
How do species interact? Systems Balance, 

Function
Globalisation & 
Sustainability

Ecosystems can be in 
balance when the 
species sharing their 
habitat have 
interconnected and 
sustainable functions 
and roles.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Organisational skills  
 Literacy skills  
Communication skills

Food chains 
Food webs
Energy transfers
Biodiversity
Invasive species
Keystone species
Photosynthesis
Word & symbol equations

A Test
B Scientific Investigation
C Scientific investigation"
D Essay

UNIT 2 BIOLOGY 
Human influence on the 
environment

Change Environment
Consequences

Fairness & 
development

As a result of the 
choices humans make, 
the environment has 
undergone change. 
Humans have the 
ability to understand 
the consequences of 
their actions and can 
act to establish 
sustainability for the 
future.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Organisational skills  
Information Thinking 
skills  
Communication skills

Ecosystems 
Habitats
Carbon cycle
Greenhouse effect
Habitat destruction
Deforestation
Pollution
Conservation
Ethical implications

A Test
B Scientific Investigation
C Scientific investigation"
D Essay

UNIT 3 BIOLOGY
Do genes determine your 
entire life?

Relationships
Transformation
Evidence
Patterns

Personal & Cultural 
Expression

The uniqueness of an 
individual's identity and 
relationship with 
others, is determined 
by evidence, genetic 
factors, scientific 
transformation and 
observed patterns of 
inheritance.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Reflective skills
Organisational skills

DNA
DNA structure
Sexual and asexual reproduction
Structure and function of gametes
Cell division
Genes
Chromosomes
Alleles

A Test
B Design your own investigation
by changing one variable (DNA 
extraction)
D Essay

Unit 1: CHEMISTRY Chemical 
kinetics and Reaction 
Stoichiometry

Change Movement Orientation in space 
and time: Frequency

Frequency and 
duration of movement 
influence change. 

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication, Self-
management, Thinking

Factors affecting rate: temperature, concentration, surface area & catalyst
How to measure the rate of a reaction 
Kinetic molecular theory
Factors that make reaction possible
Introducing the collision theory and transition state theory to explain rate 
Activation energy and Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution curve
Chemical reactions: types, balancing and basic stoichiometric calcuations for 
stoichiometric mixtures

A (all strands) twice, and D (all 
strands)



Unit 2: CHEMISTRY Acids 
and Bases Systems Balance, 

Function

Globalization and 
sustainability: Human 
impact on the 
environment

Balanced acid and 
base quantities in 
system role its function 
and its impact on the 
environment

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                          
Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v                                                    
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication, 
Organization skills, 
research

Introduce Acids- bases. 
Indicators, neutralization and salt formation
Indicate difference between strong and weak acids- bases
pH scale
Perform a titration.
Stoichiometric Calculations for deterimining concentrations of acids and bases.

A (strand iii), 2 BC (all strands), D (all 
strands)

Unit 3: CHEMISTRY Energy Relationships Energy Fairness and 
Development

Global development 
depends on the fair 
and equitable 
relationships and 
change in energy 
resources.

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                                                                            Communication, 
Organization skills,

Fire triangle: to get fire three sides of fire triangle must be attained, fuel, oxygen, and 
heat. Kinetics of combustion: To start a chemical reaction energy is needed to break 
bonds in reactants, but the formation of bonds will be released when new bonds are 
formed. The energy of the reaction or enthalpy changes is the difference of energy 
between reactants and products. Energy for a fairer world, to compare between 
fossil fuel consumption and pollutant production between developed and developing 
counteries. Realizing a sustainable energy future for all

Mock Exam and A (strand iii)

Unit 1 PHYSICS - Energy Systems Function Personal and 
Cultural expression

The development of 
new systems has 
defined the modern 
beauty products 
through an improved 
functionality .

Criteria A i,ii,iii                                                                                              
Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv

Communication
Research
Thinking

Research skills: students will be looking into up-to-date beauty systems that use the 
concept of static electricity.
By the end of this unit, students will be introduced to : Charges. Attraction & 
Repulsion. Conductors & Insulators. Methods of charging & discharging. Dangers of 
static electricity. Uses of static electricity. Electric field around a point charge& 
between charges.
Week 1: an introduction to the two different type of charges and the law of charges. 
Week 2: Introduction into conductors and insulators and what makes a good 
conductor or insulator. Week 3-6 : Methods of charging and discharging. Week 7-8: 
Research based discussion and peer discussion and evaluation regarding dangers 
of static electricity. Week 9-10 : Brain storming and essay writing of a differentiated 
task on " uses of static electricity". Week 11: General uses of static electricity. Week 
12: Electric fields around a oint charge: drawing an interpretation of filed lines.

A: Knowing and understanding
D: Reflecting on the impacts of 
science

Unit 2 PHYSICS - Forces and 
motions Relationships Balance, energy Fairness and 

development

Balanced use of 
energy in a community 
provides security,
power and authority to 
one nation which 
impacts its 
relationships with 
others.

Criteria B i,ii,iii,iv                                         
Criteria C i,ii,iii,iv,v  

Research 
Self Management

Week 1: Different circuit components and circuit symbols,how to draw them, their 
functions and their connections in a circuit. Week 2: introduce and practice series 
and parallel connections,how to connect a circuit in parallel and in series by using a 
circuit board or a virtual lab simulator. Week 3: current in series and parallel , electric 
charge. Week 4: voltage in series and parallel. Week 5: Resistance,factors that 
affect resistance. Week 6: Resistance in series and parallel. Week 7: Ohm's law and 
graph. Week 8 : Benefits and limitations of series and parallel connections. Week 9: 
Magnets,magnetic poles,MFLs,domain theory, methods of magnetization and 
demagnetization. Week 10 : Electromagnets and Generation of electricity (AC 
generators) Week 11: Transformers and Transmission of electricity Week 12: 
Dangers of electricity

B: Inquiring and designing
C: Processing and evaluating

Unit 3 PHYSICS - Waves and 
Oscillations Change

Consequences, 
Energy, 
Environment

Scientific and 
technical innovation

Responsible choice of 
energy form used limits 
the environmental risks 
and consequences.

Criteria D i,ii,iii,iv Social
Research

Week 1: Introduction to atoms,atomic structure and Nuclide notation. Week 2: 
Introduction to elements and their stability, what makes a nucleus stable. Week 3: 
Introduction to nuclear radiation and background radiation. Week 4: Introduction to 
properties of different type of radiation( alpha,beta and gamma) Week5: Writing 
nuclear radiation equations. Week 6: Introduction to half life and decay curves. Week 
7: Practice half life calculations. Week 8: Drawing Decay curves and interpreting 
information from them. Week 9: Introduction to the applications and uses of 
radiation. Week 10: discussing the implication of using radiation in real world 
contexts.

D: Reflecting on the impacts of 
science


